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Book Reviews 
Ii. HORTON AND R. FINNEGAN, Eds., Modes of Thorrght, I:aber and Faber, 1973, 399 pp. 
A recurrent disease among mathematicians is complacency. To arrest it, we recommend 
that they supplement their reading lists by this book, which gives them a glimpse of 
what the big wide world outside is like. 
G. II. MLKLEH et al., Eds., ISILC Logic Co+wwce, Springer, 1975, 651 pp. Another 
logic symposium! Such a reaction would be inappropriate. Logic has a good chance of 
being the unifying factor of contemporary mathematics, and its detractors might pause 
and take a long, hard look at some of the articles in this collection. 
D. V. \VIDDER, The Heat Equation, Academic Press, 1975, 267 pp. Luckily enough, 
it occasionally happens that a master decides to write up his subject before it is too late. 
This volume is a case in point, and NC thank Da\-e \I?dder for leaving us this monument 
of solid American Puritan mathematics. 
GIAN-CARLO RO.TA 
Editor 
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